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Background

The home medicines review (HMR) is an important tool for promoting a model of patient-centred care. This article seeks patients’ perspectives on understanding, and perceived benefits and difficulties of HMRs.

Method

A qualitative study based on semi-structured interviews of adult participants who completed an HMR was undertaken in Blacktown, a growing, multicultural suburb in Western Sydney. The medical centre is a large general practice offering comprehensive, integrated care. Fifteen participants consented to be interviewed. There was even representation of men and women, and the majority had completed high school.

Results

Three major areas were explored: understanding and expectation of an HMR, perceived patient benefits and difficulties.

Discussion

The HMR has the potential to be a useful tool in patients’ management of their medications. There are clear benefits when performed well. However, we have identified areas of limitations in effectiveness, which present opportunities for strengthening the HMR process. Training of doctors and pharmacists may be needed to ensure better patient outcomes.
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with clinicians, (2) increasing patients’ participation in care by making it easier for patients to express their concerns and involving them more actively in the design of their care, (3) supporting patient self-management through systems that facilitate goal setting and that increase patient and family confidence in self-care, and (4) establishing more efficient and reliable mechanisms for coordinating care among settings. The most important attribute of patient-centred care is the active engagement of patients in decision making.13

There have been previous studies investigating the perspectives of GPs and pharmacists on HMR programs,14–17 which have identified areas of difficulties including insufficient time, insufficient resources, inadequate communication and low health literacy.18 However, there are limited studies from the patient’s perspective. A patient-centred approach seeks better understanding of the patient’s experience of the HMR. The aim of this study is to better comprehend patients’ understanding and expectations, and perceived benefits and difficulties of this experience.

Methods
A qualitative approach was deemed appropriate to understand patients’ experience of HMRs. Data were collected within semi-structured interviews and analysed using thematic analysis. The semi-structured interviews were transcribed by their respective interviewer using DRAGON Dictation 10 software,18 and were then subsequently coded by the group using NVIVO 9 software.19 The interviews were anonymised and analysed with identification of key themes. UWS Human Research Ethics Committee approved the study, inclusive of methods (H9067).

Results
Participants had completed an HMR at a medical centre in Blacktown, outer metropolitan Sydney. Seventy-five participants were identified. Sixty-four participants were contactable and were approached with a standardised information sheet and consent form. Fifteen consented to participate. Three interviewers underwent interviewing training12 and several group sessions of practice. Consent was again obtained prior to audio-recording the interview.

The majority of participants were over 50 years of age, and there was an even representation of men and women. No participant reported language difficulties in the HMR process. The majority had completed high school and a few had progressed to tertiary education.

The results of this study are aggregated according to the three main themes – understanding and expectation of HMR, patient benefit and patient difficulties.

Patient understanding and expectation of HMR
The participants varied in how well they understood the HMR. They ranged from not having received any explanation or a very brief explanation, to having a specific purpose for their participation.

The majority of participants had a general understanding that there would be a discussion of medications with a pharmacist.

‘It was different to what I thought anyway. I thought she was going to go through every medication and tell me what it does.’ (Participant [P]:15)

‘I thought they’d tell me what could go with what and what can’t go with what and when.’ (P:4)

Several participants were able to identify specific goals they wanted to achieve in undergoing the HMR. One stated their referral was,

‘To find out if there was anything that could be changed regarding [their] medication for diabetes, maybe there was a better medication available.’ (P:10)

Another also recognised their reason for referral, and showed understanding into the process.

‘I have so many different problems I was becoming confused between the medicines I was taking for [them] and how they interacted.’ (P:12)

A few participants reported they were told nothing at all, one simply having understood it as, ‘a new thing on the market,’ (P:2). These participants showed lack of insight into the reasons for their referral to the program, generally agreeing to undergo a review out of compliance with their GP’s suggestion.

‘I said okay, the doctor knows best most of the time…I thought why not. So I did.’ (P:4)

A participant was questioning of the reasons for their referral to the HMR, sharing that they were told, ‘it is for the elderly when they are not able to take care of themselves. But I’m not old.’ (P:8)

Patient benefit
The majority of participants reported positive outcomes from their HMR experience – increased knowledge, a holistic review, medication improvement, increased health seeking behaviour, strengthened self-management and interest of participants in encouraging others to seek out an HMR.

In acquisition of knowledge, most participants reported positive outcomes.

‘Before I didn’t know what I was taking. Not asking why I’m taking and what it’s for. Now I have the knowledge. I’m well aware of what I’m taking and not taking something on a gamble.’ (P:5)

One participant received an information booklet regarding one of their drugs and found it especially helpful to have something they could refer to if needed.

‘The pharmacist gave us an information booklet which was really good. They underlined all the symptoms that were affecting me.’ (P:6)

Participants also reported more interest in increasing health literacy following their experiences.

‘I was in search for the answer. I went searching and I found it.’ (P:4)

A benefit mentioned by a few participants was that the HMR was a chance for their medications to be reviewed in a holistic manner.
‘There was not a clear line of communication between the doctors regarding what I should be taking. I was concerned about the number of medications I was on, and not any one doctor knew all the medicines.’ (P:12)

‘It’s a very good plan in the sense that the patient gets to have a real comprehensive overview of all the medicines they’ve been prescribed… it’s always good to refer to somebody who is more trained, particularly in the various effects of medicines.’ (P:8)

While gaining knowledge, the HMR was also a source of positive affirmation regarding participants’ self-management of their medications.

‘My, I’m doing something right for a change…I feel great.’ (P:5)

‘It gave me some peace of mind that I was doing everything right.’ (P:15)

The practical changes following the review were also highly beneficial for the participants.

‘After the review I was put on a different [diabetes medication], and I was able to bring my blood sugars down to stay down.’ (P:10)

Individuals with a positive experience expressed interest in introducing others to the program.

‘My wife wanted to go as well. So I said to her…it’s a really good program. It very enlightens you to what your medication is for.’ (P:5)

‘We thought it was really helpful, and there should be more of it, especially for the elderly. Before we moved here we never even heard of it.’ (P:6)

**Patient difficulties**

Difficulties perceived by the patient included inadequate introduction, follow-up and support for the program by the GP, and inadequate time spent and poor attitude from the pharmacist.

For the majority of participants, there was a lack of deliberate follow-up with the GP, receiving their results incidentally as they made visits for other purposes.

‘The next time I saw my GP she gave me the result she got from the review. I just went in for the normal visit and she gave me the report and said that it seemed like I had everything under control and I knew what I was doing.’ (P:15)

‘I didn’t know she [the GP] had the results. I came for something else. So when I came here to get prescriptions and stuff like that, she said oh your results are here.’ (P:5)

Participants who received the shortest reviews felt their HMR was ‘a complete waste of time.’ (P:3) In their limited time they felt they simply received no information.

‘She [the pharmacist] came here, she sat right where you’re sitting…and said that’s all, have a good day. And off she went.’ (P:3)

They engaged in no discussion and were given dismissive responses to their questions.

‘I didn’t get any answers. Everything was fine.’ (P:4)

In addition to these pharmacists being brief, they were also described as being inattentive, which added to the participants’ dissatisfaction.

‘She [the pharmacist] was a bit blasé. Her person was there but like nothing inside. She was empty. Like a shell… It was like she had other places to be and she wanted to get it over and done with.’ (P:4)

One of the participants contrasted their HMR pharmacist to their regular pharmacist, whom they felt communicated with them more clearly and offered more relevant information.

Participants with negative experiences shared their concerns with their referring doctor. Some reported how their GPs expressed their disappointment with the HMR process.

‘He [GP] basically looked at the review [and said] we don’t need that. Didn’t tell you anything, doesn’t tell me anything. So he said it was a waste.’ (P:4)

Another participant experienced a 6-month delay for a report, which their GP described as ultimately ‘useless.’ (P:5)

**Discussion**

Overall, this study found that there are some clear benefits, yet there are still areas of weakness where significant improvement can be made. There is a significant variability of patient experiences.

**Understanding and expectation of HMR**

Overall, the majority of participants had a limited understanding that the HMR would be an opportunity to have their medication regime evaluated and improved if necessary. The researchers hypothesise that the major contributing factor was limited explanation by the GP Bergeson et al.12 note that this model is still developing as a prominent healthcare model between patients, their doctors and pharmacists. Nevertheless, patients’ trust in the GP will facilitate their participation. It is likely to improve patients’ preparedness and interest in an HMR if the GP provided a clearer explanation of the aims.12

The results of this study showed all participants were unaware that the HMR was an ongoing process with subsequent follow-up by the GP to monitor the progress of the recommendations made by the pharmacist. This, unfortunately, conflicts with the purpose of the HMR, which is designed to be a continuous, regulated process modulated by the GP and pharmacist.

As this is a new program and a variation on usual practice, extra time and further focused communication are needed to effectively convey to patients their role in achieving the aims of the HMR. This is particularly important because, as Dunn notes,20 schemes such as an HMR are important in promoting patient-centred care and therefore improving patient health outcomes. Indeed, this is a model that has been found to achieve such results.11

**Patient benefits**

One of the benefits of the HMR shown by this study is the acquisition of increased knowledge and understanding, satisfying the purpose of HMR.5 This benefit is
located within the domain of improved health literacy. Increased health literacy is an important benefit as there is evidence correlating patient knowledge and health outcomes.21

This study noted that the emotional reassurance experienced by participants was also a benefit. This opportunity for validation and affirmation is a significant benefit consistent with the model of patient-centred care. A provision of such support to participants about the correct management of their medications is likely to encourage further compliance and interest in their own health.

Evidence has shown that self-management education is beneficial,22 supporting the HMR as an effective tool to improve patient health outcomes. There is a widely accepted shift among health practitioners towards encouragement of and education in ‘self-management’ skills, which, particularly for patients with chronic disease, helps them to make daily decisions regarding their illnesses.23 For example, patients with diabetes must be aware of their diet, exercise, glucose level, blood pressure and medications.

Patient difficulties

Participants perceived difficulties about the HMR process at the initial GP meeting, limited information and engagement by the pharmacist, long delays in the process and limited GP follow-up and support for the program.

The study has found there was often no deliberate follow-up of the HMR with the doctor. The unfortunate consequence is recognised as a lost opportunity to strengthen patient health literacy. As noted by Dunn,20 good doctor–patient communication is instrumental in the patient-centred model of care, as the patient must feel empowered enough to control their health outcomes while having a medical professional keeping a respectful oversight.20

White et al,4 recount patients feeling valued and cared for when pharmacists ‘would address their questions and concerns.’ Similarly, in our study, participants who felt their concerns were addressed perceived greater benefit. If the opposite was perceived, patients expressed dissatisfaction. Together, these results support the notion that the pharmacist and GP’s approach can ultimately influence the patient’s perception of HMR. This variability can be reduced by emphasising the importance of patient-centred care to the pharmacists and GPs.

This study has limitations. The exploration of these themes within a qualitative paradigm and at a single site setting are acknowledged limitations. The scope of this study limits generalisability.

Summary

This study provides support that a well-performed HMR process within a patient-centred paradigm can enhance patient understanding and lead to patient benefit. Difficulties were encountered when patients’ expectations were not met, leading to patient frustration and disappointment, and a lost opportunity to enhance health literacy and engagement.

There has been limited research in this area. This paper makes a contribution to seeking to understand patients’ perspectives of benefits, difficulties and understanding of HMR. Further research including quantitative methods trialling an intervention and including various multiple sites would enhance understanding. Utilisation of tools to measure participant performance by GPs, pharmacists and patients would further strengthen this research.

Implications for general practice

• Patients benefit from the HMR process if well performed.
• Patients need understanding of HMR process (a handout is likely to be beneficial).
• Patients need adequate communication from the GP and pharmacist.
• Patients need an effective summary of the follow-up of the HMR by a designated meeting with the GP (a written summary recommended).
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